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Wonderful and deeply 
affecting… an astonishingly 
powerful play. 
EXPRESS & STAR

B4PLAY Saturday, November 2 at 11am 
Belfry Theatre, Studio A, 1291Gladstone Avenue

Join CBC Radio’s Gregor Craigie for a live talk 
show featuring artists from A Tender Thing and 
some very special guests. 
Free event.

Why I Chose This Play
I read a review of this 
play in the New York 
Times, and was imme-
diately intrigued.
I tracked down a copy 
of the script, gave it 
a read, and fell in love. 
Twice: once with the 
story that Ben Power 
has created, and once 
with the way in which 
he uses Shakespeare’s 
Romeo and Juliet – 
its poetry, its plot and 
the reverberations 
they create.

Reorganizing the text 
of Shakespeare’s most 
famous love story, and 
giving these words to 
people approaching 
the end of their lives, 
is remarkable both 
as a technical feat and 
for the opportunity it 
provides for seasoned, 
older actors to speak 
the most glorious love 
poetry ever written. 

That’s the real reason
I chose this play.

“Did my heart love till 
now?” says teenaged 
Romeo when he sees 
Juliet for the first 
time. Having mistaken 
infatuation with 
Rosaline for true love, 
he knows – at first 
sight – that this is “the 
real thing”. When in 
A Tender Thing Juliet 
speaks these same 
words to the man with 
whom she has spent 
a lifetime, they have 
new meaning, carrying,
as they do, the weight 
of time and experience.
In this new context, 
these words illuminate
our human capacity 
for love; a love that 
nurtures, endures, and 
continues to grow.

Shakespeare’s young 
lovers, beset by
obstacles, confusions,

and mistakes, are 
characters in a story 
that transforms from 
romance to tragedy. 
From the very begin-
ning of Ben Power’s 
play, romance and 
tragedy coexist. Once 
we have lived a certain
number of years, the 
sad and tragic parts 
of life seem always to 
be mingled with the 
joys and triumphs. 

Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet end their 
lives with a double-
suicide. Ben Power 
gives his Romeo and 
Juliet a more complex,
and melancholic 
ending. “Parting is
such sweet sorrow.”

Michael Shamata 
Artistic Director



The lights rise on a modern stage. You find
yourself looking at an elderly man. His 
opening monologue sounds familiar. You 
recognize Romeo’s lines from Act 5, Scene 
3 of Romeo and Juliet, but it’s not the 
monologue quite as you remember it. 

The ensuing story of an aging couple 
facing illness and death is built out of 
Shakespeare’s words –reorganized, cut, 
recombined, and reassigned. The characters
are named Romeo and Juliet, but their 
lifetime of experiences and their current 
situation makes them different people, 
even though they speak the words of 
their younger counterparts.

Ben Power’s A Tender Thing bears some 
kind of relationship to Shakespeare’s play.
We might call it an adaptation, but what 
exactly does that mean? Adaptation is 
a capacious literary category, full of works 
that have been called prequels, sequels, 
supplements, reworkings, travesties, 
echoes, parodies, versions, transformations,
spin-offs, alterations, imitations, 
translations, abridgements, editions, 
plagiarisms, transpositions, palimpsests, 
and appropriations. 

Many of those terms carry a moral weight,
depending on how sacred we consider 

Shakespeare’s text. If we like adaptations, 
we might say that the adaptor was 
inspired by Shakespeare. If we don’t like 
adaptations, we might see the adaptor 
as a plagiarist who stole or borrowed 
a source text.

There are many ways to adapt a literary 
work. At one end of the spectrum of 
adaptations, we have works like the 1957
West Side Story, a conscious transposition 
of Renaissance Verona’s feuding 
families into New York City’s rival gangs.
The scenarios and characters have 
Shakespearean counterparts, but use 
none of Shakespeare’s words. Power’s 
adaptation lies at the other end of the 
adaptive spectrum: the words are the 
same, but the scenarios are different.

We can make a list of the specific strategies
Power deploys to make a new story out 
of old words. Lines are reassigned from 
one character to another; Juliet speaks 
Mercutio’s Queen Mab speech, for example.
Lines are reordered. Scenes are cut, 
moved, and spliced. Soliloquies become 
dialogues. Snippets from other plays 
are woven in. The result is a collage 
or kaleidoscope of Romeo and Juliet.
In these new contexts – and spoken by 
an older Romeo and Juliet now planning 

a dignified death – the words carry both 
their original meaning and new valances.
The dramatic ironies of the original script 
– such as Juliet’s visions of her wedding 
bed as her death bed – are realized 
in this retelling.

Shakespeare’s works have achieved such 
iconic cultural status that we sometimes 
forget that he too was an adaptor.
One of the earliest references we have 
to Shakespeare in London comes 
from a contemporary playwright who 
complained that Shakespeare was 
“an upstart crow, beautified with our 
feathers.” Almost all of his plays have 
sources in other plays, chronicle histories, 
novellas, current events, poems, or 
classical texts. Behind those sources lie 
ancient myths and stories that we have 
been telling for millennia. 

The Romeo and Juliet legend evolved as 
it spread across Europe in the 150 years 
before Shakespeare took up the material 
via Arthur Brooke’s 1562 poem, “The 
Tragicall Historye of Romeus and Juliet.”
Since then, all subsequent tellings have 
glanced back at Shakespeare, ignoring 
the intervening versions and always 
being characterized as adaptations of 
Shakespeare. 

Adapting the Adaptor by Janelle Jenstad

Welcome

To wake the soul by 
tender strokes of art,
To raise the genius, 
and to mend the heart:
To make mankind, 
in conscious virtue bold,
Live o’er each scene, 
and be what they behold:
For this the Tragic Muse 
first trod the stage

– Alexander Pope,1713

Welcome to the North 
American premiere 
of Ben Power’s thoughtful, 
elegiac adaptation of 
Shakespeare’s Romeo & 
Juliet.

This piece, commissioned 
by the Royal Shakespeare 
Company, draws almost 
entirely from the original 
script, and weaves together
a new, very different 
love story.

It’s not often we get to tell 
a story like this; of a loving 
couple, who have been 
together for decades, 
sharing the final moments 
of their lives.

Like Romeo & Juliet, 
A Tender Thing is a tragedy 
but also a testament 
to our capacity to love, 
to give, and to sacrifice.

Please join us. cast&creatives
Clare Coulter Peter Anderson Peter Hinton

Director
Christina Poddubiuk
Designer

Robert Thomson
Lighting Designer



www.belfry.bc.ca

The Belfry 
Librarian
We’ve unleashed the GVPL 
Librarians on our season scripts.
For A Tender Thing, our Librarian 
has put together a list of books 
to help you get even more out 
of our production.

Romeo and Juliet 
by William Shakespeare

Shakespeare on Toast: 
Getting a Taste for the Bard 
by Ben Crystal (2008)

Will and Me: How Shakespeare 
took over my Life 
by Dominic Dromgoole (2006)

The Rough Guide to Shakespeare:
The Plays, the Poems, the Life 
by Andrew Dickson (2005)

To Die Well: Your Right to 
Comfort, Calm, and Choice 
in the Last Days of Life 
by Sidney H. Wanzer (2008)

Saying Goodbye: To the People, 
Places, and Things in our Lives 
by A Dream of Things 
Anthology (2010)

Soul Mates: Honoring the 
Mysteries of Love and 
Relationship 
by Thomas Moore (1994)

Dark Nights of the Soul: 
A Guide to Finding your Way 
through Life’s Ordeals 
by Thomas Moore (2004)

Mortality 
by Christopher Hitchens (2012)

Me Before You 
by Jojo Moyes (2012)

List Compiled by Hannah Mitchell, GVPL.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Yet such is the capacity of the text that 
we can remake Shakespeare in myriad 
ways. Every production is an adaptation. 
Directors regularly reassign, reorder, cut, 
and modernize passages. This theatrical 
practice was common even in 
Shakespeare’s day, as we know from 
the short performance quartos. His text 
has never been sacred; we have always 
repurposed it for our own artistic ends 
and cultural needs. 

Power’s collage is an extreme example 
of such repurposing. If every production 
makes the stories new and relevant to 
contemporary audiences, Power goes 
one step further and makes an entirely 
new story. His play recognizes the power 
of Romeo and Juliet’s language, but shakes
up the normal processes of literary 
transmission. Unlike Shakespeare, who 
retold old stories in his own immortal 
words, Power has created a new story 
from old words. The question facing us 
as playgoers now is not just how the 
repurposed words have changed a well 
known story, but whether the words 
support the new story in ways that are 
both familiar and original.

Janelle Jenstad is Associate Professor of English at the 
University of Victoria, founder and Director of The Map 
of Early Modern London, and Assistant Coordinating Editor 
of the Internet Shakespeare Editions.

AFTERPLAY WEEKS 
November 12 –16 / 26–30
Ever want to “debrief” after seeing 
a show? Or maybe you’re curious how 
other audience members interpreted 
the play. Stick around after the evening 
performances on the dates listed 
above, and chat with fellow audience 
members. 

TALKBACK THURSDAY
Thursday, November 14
Following the 8 pm performance 
of A Tender Thing, join the actors from 
the show and your fellow audience 
members for a 20-minute Q & A session.

BELFRY AT THE LIBRARY
We’ve partnered with the Greater 
Victoria Public Library and we’re coming 
to a branch in your neighbourhood.
Join us for a casual lunchtime chat with 
an artist involved in our production of 
Ben Power’s A Tender Thing and a special
guest expert from the community.
Register online at www.gvpl.ca or call 
your local branch for more information 
about these free events. Dates and 
branch locations are in our Performance
Calendar. 

GIFT CERTIFICATES
Tickets to the Belfry make terrific 
Christmas, birthday or anniversary 
presents. Please contact the Box Office, 
and we will send you a certificate for 
any value. Your recipients can then 
select whatever production and dates 
they desire.

HOME IS 
A BEAUTIFUL
WORD
collected and edited by 
Joel Bernbaum

January 7–19, 2014
A kaleidoscopic view of a subject 
about which everyone has an opinion 
and almost no one has an answer.
This very special project was 
commissioned by the Belfry Theatre, 
and playwright/journalist 
Joel Bernbaum spent over a year 
interviewing hundreds of people 
in Victoria about homelessness.
Conversations in grade four classrooms,
senior citizens’ homes, businesses, 
homeless shelters and on doorsteps 
have been transcribed and edited 
into a fascinating event: a portrait 
of homelessness and our community, 
in the words of our community.
Moving, enlightening, funny and 
surprising.

Connect with us at hello@belfry.bc.ca
Facebook,Twitter, tumblr, Vimeo,YouTube, LinkedInBrooke Maxwell

Composer
Elizabeth Saunders
Assistant Director

WORLD
PREMIERE

Single Tickets 
$ 25
on sale now.



Tickets
250-385-6815 or 
www.belfry.bc.ca

BOX OFFICE HOURS      During Performance Weeks

Monday                               9:30 am –5pm
Tuesday–Saturday        9:30 am–7pm
Tuesday– Sunday           one hour prior to curtain time 
                                                 for in person sales only. 

                                                 During Non-performance Weeks
Monday– Friday              9:30 am – 5pm

Performance Schedule November 2–December 8,2013
SUN                      MON                   TUE                      WED                    THUR                  FRI                        SAT

27                           28                         29                         30                         31                         NOV 1                 2
                                                                                                                                                                                    11am 
                                                                                                                                                                                         B4Play
                                                                                                                                                            

3                              4                            5                            6                            7                            8                            9
                                                                                                                                                                                          4pm
                                                               8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm
                                                               Preview             Preview             Opening                                          

10                            11                          12                          13                         14                         15                         16
2pm                                                     12pm                  1 pm                                                   12pm                  4pm
                                                               8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm
                                                               Afterplay                                         TalkBack                                          

17                            18                         19                          20                         21                         22                         23
2pm                                                     12pm                  1 pm                                                   12pm                  4pm
Afterplay                                           8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm  
                                                                                                                             Belfry101

24                           25                         26                         27                         28                         29                         30
2pm                                                                                                                                                                     4pm  
Vocal Eye                                           8pm                     8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm  
Performance                                   Afterplay                                        Belfry101

DEC 1                    2                            3                            4                            5                            6                            7
2pm                                                                                                                                                                            4pm  
Afterplay                                           8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm                    8pm
                                                                                                                            Belfry101         

8                                                             
2pm
Closing                                                                                 

Previews/Tuesdays at 8pm $ 25
Wednesday Matinees at1pm $ 30
Wednesday/Thursday at 8pm $ 35
Friday/Saturday at 8pm $ 40
Saturday Matinees at 4pm $ 35
Sunday Matinees at 2pm $ 30

Greater Victoria Oak Bay  NOV 12
Public Library Talks Central Saanich  NOV 15

Emily Carr  NOV 19

Saanich Centennial  NOV 22

A TENDER THING 
NOVEMBER 5 – DECEMBER 8, 2013
BELFRY THEATRE
1291 GLADSTONE AVENUE
VICTORIA, BC   V8T 1G5

PRODUCTION SPONSOR SEASON SPONSORS AND GOVERNMENT FUNDERS

Belfry 
Theatre

NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE 

SingleTickets 
from $25– $40 (plus GST) at 250-385-6815 
or www.belfry.bc.ca

Belfry Season Tickets
Flex Pass –
with this season ticket option you can choose the 
shows you want to see, get the best seats available 
and save money. Call us for more information.

A TENDER THINGA TENDER THING 
by Ben Power


